Our Services
* One to one individualized support
* Crisis management and intervention
* School-based support

* IBI program support
* Life skills coaching
* Transitional support and community integration
* Assessments and program development
* Supervised access and foster family support

Join us
As an associate with wm+a, you will benefit
from flexible working hours, our commitment
to your career development, and a broad
network of like-minded co-workers. Join us
and help make a difference today.
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* Respite services
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* Training and workshops

Clinical Relationships
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Contact

416 367 5968
w w w. w m a n d a . c o m
info@wmanda.com
After Hours Crisis Service 416 442 4505

Workshops
wm+a provides a menu of workshops for
associates, parents and the community,
covering a wide range of topics including
Autism, ABA, Behavioural Disorders and Data
Collection.
Visit www.wmanda.com for
schedules and registration information.

we make a difference
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To request services, call:
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wm+a is proud to have established relationships with leaders, educators and experts in
the field of Applied Behavioural Analysis. Our
associates and clients benefit from access to
this broad knowledge base, which underpins
our ability to deliver high quality support
services using best practice and proven
principles.
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Who Do We Support?
wm+a provides short and long-term support for

wm+a supports children, youth and adults with autism/developmental exceptionalities as well as

children, youth or adults with autism and devel-

individuals diagnosed with ADHD, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or with mental health/behavioural disorders.
Our clients are of varied ages, each with a unique set of needs, challenges and circumstances. Our objective is to provide each client with individualized service delivery, starting with matching the Associate's
skill/expertise to the clients needs.
We offer a range of individualized services focusing on skill acquisition through to behavioural management.
For a decade wm+a has been responsive in crisis situations, equally supporting our clients and our
community.

opmental exceptionalities.
We offer a range of behavioural intervention and
support services that focus on improvement and
learning as well as behaviour management. For a
decade, wm+a has provided immediate support

ioural problems in schools, programs or at home.

disciplinary team that works together to
ensure that the high needs/at-risk population and their families are well supported.
Our service coordinators ensure that clear
goals and objectives are delivered and
progress reporting provided.
With a scheduling team and a 24 hour
response mechanism, we are working
with our community to ensure that both
pre-planned and emergency situations
are well managed.
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development and managing and reducing behav-

wm+a is often a part of a multi-
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have successfully supported clients with both skill

Our Community Partners
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in crisis situations, and our experienced associates
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Parents
wm+a services are focused on supporting the
parents - directly and indirectly. We offer
flexibility of support for respite and other
home and community–based activities.
wm+a likewise believes strongly in extending
the teaching to the primary caregivers so that
they could learn (and apply) the same strategies
and techniques, thus enabling greater consistency in teaching and for their child.
As additional training, we welcome the
parents’ attendance to any of our workshops.

Our Associates
Our knowledgeable and competent associates enable
us to uphold our philosophy of following best practices and ensuring accountability. This, alongside our
experience in carefully ensuring associates' particular skills and abilities are matched in relation to
every clients' needs, has earned wm+a our
longstanding reputation for excellence.

